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Abstract: The marine controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM) method is an efficient tool for
hydrocarbon exploration. The amplitudes of signals decay rapidly with the increasing offset, so
signals are easily contaminated by various kinds of noise. A denoising method is critical to improve
the data quality, but the diversity of noise makes denoising difficult. Specific frequency signals are
transmitted for exploration requirements, and thus traditional filtering methods are not suitable.
Symplectic geometry mode decomposition (SGMD), a new method to decompose signals, has an
outstanding decomposition performance and noise robustness. Furthermore, it can reduce multiple
types of noise by reconstructing the single components. In this study, we introduced SGMD to reduce
the noise of marine CSEM data and improved the data quality significantly. The experiments show
that SGMD is better than variational mode decomposition and the sym4 wavelet method.

Keywords: marine controlled-source electromagnetic method; denoising method; symplectic geometry
mode decomposition

1. Introduction

The marine controlled-source electromagnetic (CSEM) method is a technology applied
for hydrocarbon exploration [1,2]. The resistivity information derived from the CSEM data
can help distinguish reservoir type [3]. Compared with the marine seismic method, the
marine CSEM method is economical and it is particularly sensitive to hydrocarbons below
the seafloor [4,5]. As a result, the marine CSEM method has become an effective exploration
method for seafloor resources in the past two decades [6].

In marine CSEM data acquisition systems, a horizontal electric dipole (HED) source
towed over the seafloor transmits low frequency signals due to the good conductivity of
seawater. The receivers are deployed on the seafloor and record the signals. With the
increasing offset, the signals decay rapidly and are easily contaminated by noise, reducing
the quality of the data, which is essential to inversion and interpretation. Therefore,
denoising is an important procedure in the marine CSEM method.

For exploration requirements, specific frequency signals are used as the effective
signals in the marine CSEM method. The adaptability of traditional filtering methods is
weak, and the noise reduction effect is poor due to the frequency characteristic [7]. Myer
proposed short-window stacking to reduce the low-frequency noise, which was verified in
the field [8,9], but the spectral leakage from magnetotelluric signals and noise could not be
avoided [10]. Methods using signal transformation include variational mode decomposition
(VMD) and the wavelet denoising method [11,12]. The advantage of VMD is the noise
robustness [13], but the performance is strictly subject to parameters such as the number of
the decomposed modes and penalty terms. The wavelet denoising method analyzes the
frequency components of signals and avoids the loss of their temporal information [14], but
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the lack of orthogonality and finite length for some common mother wavelets will affect
the denoising results [15,16]. Airwaves dominate in shallow water and lead to misfitting of
data; the denoising methods also decompose EM fields and process responses numerically,
often dealing with this noise individually [17–20]. Compressive sensing was performed
to remove the noise, allowing for a good denoising effect under complex conditions [21],
but the strategy to select a suitable dictionary requires further research. To solve this
problem, dictionary learning was introduced, which has a stronger correlation with signals
compared with a common dictionary, thus achieving better denoising results [22]. Most
of the methods mentioned above could achieve good results with a single type of noise.
However, the results will be affected when the noise becomes complicated.

Symplectic geometry mode decomposition (SGMD) is a new signal analysis method
proposed by Pan et al. [23]. SGMD can decompose strong noisy signals and effectively
remove the noise. The core of the method is symplectic geometry similarity transformation,
which is applied to solve the eigenvalues of the matrix and reconstruct the single com-
ponent signals. During the whole decomposition, essential characteristics of the primary
component are preserved, which makes it convenient for analyzing the complicated signals.
Recently, SGMD has been developed in noise reduction [7,24,25], fault diagnosis [26–28]
and modal identification [29]. In order to improve the decomposition results, researchers
mainly focus on the criteria of reconstructing single components, including cosine similarity,
graph similarity and cosine difference factors, which could enhance the applicability of
decomposition algorithms [30–32].

In this paper, we introduced SGMD to marine CSEM data processing, and proposed
using power spectral density (PSD) as the criteria for reconstructing single components
to depress various types of noise simultaneously. Additionally, we used a Hampel filter
to remove impulse noise, which cannot be separated by SGMD. By carrying out synthetic
studies with different methods including VMD and the sym4 wavelet denoising method,
we utilized forward responses, quantitative indicators and inversion results as the criteria
for comparison, demonstrating that the denoising performance of SGMD is better than the
other methods.

2. Methodology
2.1. Phase Space Reconstruction

In reality, the measured signal is a nonlinear time series. In order to extract useful
information from the time series, two methods were proposed: the coordinate delay
reconstruction method and the derivative reconstruction method [33]. Both can theoretically
be used for phase-space reconstruction. However, the amplitudes of the signals in the
marine CSEM method are weak and the derivatives are sensitive to errors. According
to Takens theorem, phase space can be reconstructed by 1-dimensional signals using the
coordinate delay reconstruction method, and contains all the dynamic information of the
original signal. Therefore, we adopted the coordinate delay reconstruction method in
this study.

The reconstruction method works by constructing an m-dimension phase space from
different delay times of a 1-dimensional time series. A time series can be discretized as
x = x1, x2, · · · xn, where n is the length of the signal. The embedding dimension as well
as delay time are critical for reconstruction, and the influence of different parameters
also varies. In this study, we adopted the strategy proposed by Bonizz for parameter
selection [34]. For a time series x,

X =

 x1 x1+τ · · · x1+(d−1)τ
...

. . .
...

xm xm+τ · · · xm+(d−1)τ

, (1)

where X is the phase space after reconstruction, d is the embedding dimension, τ is the
delay time and m = n − (d − 1)τ.
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2.2. Algorithm of SGMD

For a time series, the reconstructed phase space is shown as Equation (1).
The covariance symmetric matrix A can be obtained by autocorrelation analysis of the

matrix X:
A = XTX, (2)

and A is also the Hamilton matrix.
Then, matrix M is constructed by matrix A:

M =

[
A 0
0 −AT

]
, (3)

The square of matrix M is matrix N. According to the definition, both M and N are
Hamilton matrices. For a symplectic orthogonal matrix Q, it can be constructed as:

QTNQ =

[
B R
0 BT

]
, (4)

where matrix B is the upper triangular matrix, transformed by Schmidt orthogonalization,
and matrix R is any real matrix. The eigenvalues of B are equal to those of N, which are
the square of the eigenvalues of A. The column vectors of matrix Q correspond to the
eigenvectors of matrix A.

In fact, the eigenvalues distribution of the matrix A, solved by symplectic geometry
similarity transformation, is the symplectic geometry spectra, and the small eigenvalues are
often regarded as the noise. The symplectic matrix Q can be replaced with the Householder
matrix with properties of protecting the Hamilton matrix from structural destruction. Then,
the transformation coefficient matrix S and reconstruction matrix Z is expressed as:

S = QTX, (5)

Z = Q S, (6)

where the column vectors of matrix Z are the initial single components. By using diagonal
averaging, these components can be transformed into a new matrix. The procedures are
as follows.

Firstly, for each element of matrix Z, which is defined as zij (1 ≤ i ≤ d, 1 ≤ j ≤ m),
d∗ = min (m, d) and m∗ = max (m, d). For the transformed matrix Z∗, if m < d, then
z∗ij = zij; otherwise, z∗ij = zji. For each column vector of matrix Z∗, a new series of Y
(y1, y2, · · ·yn) can be obtained from:

yk =



1
k

k
∑

p=1
z∗p,k−p+1 1 ≤ k < d∗

1
d∗

d∗

∑
p=1

z∗p,k−p+1 d∗ ≤ k ≤ m∗ ,

1
n−k+1

n−m∗+1
∑

p=k−m∗+1
z∗p,k−p+1 m∗ < k ≤ n

(7)

where n is the length of the original signal. Thus, a series of components Y (Y1, Y2, · · ·Yd) is
obtained by diagonal averaging.

However, these components are not completely independent of one another, and the
reconstruction of components with similar properties cannot be ignored. In SGMD, the
period similarity is used to reconstruct the components, and the reconstruction iteration
termination condition is set.

Due to the distribution of the principal components in the front of the matrix, the
first component Y1 is compared with the rest of the components. To obtain the first
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decomposition component SGC1, highly similar components are added together. Then, as
the termination condition, the normalized mean square error (NMSE) between the sum of
residuals and the original signal is calculated.

NMSE =
∑n

i=1 resi

∑n
i=1 xi

(8)

where res is the residuals and x is the original signal. When NMSE is larger than the
threshold, the components used in the last iteration are removed from matrix Y and the
next iteration is performed on the rest of Y. Otherwise, the iteration ends. After that, the
signal can be expressed as:

x(n) =
N

∑
i=1

SGCi(n) + res(n), (9)

where N is the number of decomposition components.
Unfortunately, SGMD cannot remove the impulse noise, especially noise that follows a

random distribution, which is common in marine CSEM data. Because the reconstructions
are based on period similarity, seriously deviating points cannot be effectively separated.
Considering this defect, we utilized a Hampel filter in this study.

2.3. Hampel Filter

Hampel filtering is an outlier removal technique that can be easily applied in prac-
tice [35]. It can successfully detect the outliers and protect other parts of the signal.

For a 1-dimensional time series x = x1, x2, · · ·xn, assuming that the length of time
window is 2k, k elements are placed on each side of the center element. Firstly, the median
and standard deviation of the elements in this window are calculated. If the standard
deviation is larger than the threshold, the center element will be replaced by the median.
The threshold is determined by the amplitude ratio of the outliers to the original signal. A
Hampel filter can remove impulse noise rapidly while keeping the characteristics of the
signal unchanged.

3. Synthetic Studies
3.1. Synthetic Model

A synthetic model was built to demonstrate the effects of the denoising methods. The
canonical reservoir model is shown in Figure 1. The transmitter is towed 50 m above the
seafloor and along the y-axis from 0 to 32 km, and the transmitting frequency is 0.25 Hz. The
receivers are deployed 0.5 m above the seafloor. We assume that the velocity of transmitter
is 1 m/s and the sample interval of the receivers is 1 s.

Figure 1. The canonical reservoir model for synthetic data.
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In order to calculate the response of the synthetic model, the MARE2DEM code was
adopted [36,37]. The electric field E and magnetic field H in the x, y, and z axes can be
obtained, but the electric field E in the y axis is used in this study because its amplitude is
the largest. Figure 2a shows the magnitude value offset (MVO) plot, which is the forward
response, and the signal recorded by the receiver is shown in Figure 2b. It is clear that the
simulation signal decayed rapidly and became weak when the offset was large.

Figure 2. The forward response and the recorded signal. (a) Forward response, and (b) recorded
signal.

3.2. Noise Construction

In this study, four types of noise will be considered, which make the simulation signal
closer to that received during real exploration.

(1) Random noise. This kind of noise is not correlated with the signal. Generally, the aver-
age magnitude of random noise decreases as the water depth increases. Considering
the depth in this study, the magnitude is from 1× 10−15 V/Am2 to 2× 10−15 V/Am2,
and does not follow a Gaussian distribution [38]. This noise is shown in Figure 3a.

(2) Sea water motion noise. This low-frequency noise originates from the seafloor currents,
where voltage is induced by the motion of a conductor [39]. The noise is composed
of several low-frequency sine signals (0.01 Hz, 0.02 Hz, 0.03 Hz and 0.04 Hz) with a
random distribution in the recorded signal. For each sine signal, the magnitude of the
noise is fixed within a range of 2× 10−15V/Am2 to 3× 10−15V/Am2. This noise is
shown in Figure 3b.

(3) Internal noise. This is from the internal electrode and amplifier noise. This kind of
noise is related to the instruments and varies with the magnitude of the original signal;
as shown in Figure 3c, it is set as 1% of the original signal [21].

(4) Impulse noise. Due to the complexity of the environment and the error in measure-
ment, impulse noise can be reasonably considered as accidental disturbances. In total,
20 positive impulses are randomly distributed on the signal with a magnitude of
1× 10−13V/Am2 [21]. This noise is shown in Figure 3d.
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Figure 3. The constructed noise: (a) random noise, (b) sea water motion noise, (c) internal noise,
(d) impulse noise.

3.3. Synthetic Data

The synthetic data were acquired by adding the four types of noise to the original
signal as shown in Figure 2b. The MVO plot, as shown in Figure 4a, was then obtained by
solving the system of overdetermined equations, which is composed of synthetic data [40].
The length of the time window was set as 60 s. Figure 4b is the partially enlarged view of
the synthetic data, and the distribution of the noise can be observed.
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Figure 4. The polluted response and the polluted signal. (a) Polluted response and (b) polluted signal.

According to Figure 4a, the evident deviations on the polluted MOV plot appeared
around 12,000 m, and the impacts became serious as the offset increased. As illustrated in
Figure 4b, the polluted signal was heavily influenced by the noise since nearly the same
offset and was gradually contaminated over time.

4. Denoising Experiments
4.1. VMD and Wavelet Denoising

VMD begins with the construction of the variational model and separates several in-
trinsic mode functions (IMFs) based on the central frequency as well as band width [13]. As
a frequency domain, non-recursive decomposition method, VMD can avoid mode mixing
and edge effects. Meanwhile, it has noise robustness. However, there are six parameters
involved when VMD decomposes the signals, and only the appropriate combination of the
parameters for each signal allows for the advantages mentioned above. In this study, the
strategy for selecting the parameters was from Matlab’s Signal Processing Toolbox. After
decomposition, the signal was reconstructed by adding the IMFs, and the residual was
regarded as the noise [12].

The processed data were acquired by applying VMD to the synthetic data, and the
corresponding MVO plot is shown in Figure 5a. Compared with Figure 4a, only a few
slight improvements appeared between 18,000 m and 22,000 m. In order to make a clear
contrast, the amplitudes of the polluted MVO plot and the processed MVO plot were
each normalized by that of the original MVO plot; the result is shown in Figure 5b. After
18,000 m, the blue line is below the red line, indicating that the processed MVO plot is
closer to the plot in Figure 2a. However, for the spike pulses caused by impulse noise,
the improvement was slight. This proved that VMD can slightly reduce the influences of
various noises, except the impulse noise.

The wavelet denoising method is a widely used tool in data processing. It decomposes
the signal into multiple components with different frequencies, but unlike the traditional
Fourier transform, the representation of the signals in wavelet denoising is in the time-scale
domain, allowing the components to be analyzed without losing temporal information. In
this study, the mother wavelet was symlet4, and the synthetic data were decomposed into
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four levels. The wavelet denoising algorithm was minimax threshold with level-dependent
soft thresholding [21].

The processed MVO plot and the corresponding normalized amplitude plot are shown
in Figure 5c,d. Compared with the results of VMD, there were improvements between
15,000 m and 20,000 m in Figure 5c. In Figure 5d, the blue and red lines separate more
clearly. This demonstrates that the wavelet denoising performs better on MVO plots than
VMD in terms of the impacts of various noises.

However, the denoising effects of the two methods were insufficient at large offsets
where the signals were completely covered by noise. Furthermore, both methods could not
effectively remove the impulse noise.

4.2. SGMD Denoising

Before performing SGMD, the termination condition strategy should be discussed.
Actually, the termination condition affects the number of decomposition components
rather than the first few components. In addition, the principal components are located
at the front of matrix transformed by diagonal averaging, which is involved in the matrix
decomposition. As a result, the termination condition in the appropriate range will have
little effect on the results. The termination condition in this study was set at 0.05.

After that, the effective components were selected and input into the Hampel filter.
The PSD illustrates the energy distribution of a signal in the frequency domain and serves
as the foundation for selection. We calculate the PSD of each decomposition component,
and the component whose frequency had the largest energy that was the same as that of
the transmitting signal, was picked out. Considering the time window of the previous
procedures and the magnitudes of the signal, the window of the Hampel filter was also
60 s, with a standard deviation of 3.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. The results of three denoising methods. (a) MVO plot processed by VMD; (b) normalized
amplitude plot of polluted and processed signals by VMD; (c) MVO plot processed by wavelet
denoising; (d) normalized amplitude plot of polluted and processed signals by wavelet denoising;
(e) MVO plot processed by SGMD; (f) normalized amplitude plot of polluted and processed signals
by SGMD.

Figure 5e,f show the processed MVO plot and the corresponding normalized ampli-
tude plot. Compared with Figure 5a,c, there were significant improvements in the whole
curve, especially at intermediate-to-long offsets. Furthermore, the impulse noise was better
suppressed than with the VMD and wavelet denoising methods. In Figure 5f, the blue
line clearly separates from the red and is much closer to the standard line, demonstrating
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that the denoising performance of this method is more complete than those of the two
other methods.

4.3. Quantitative Contrast

Generally, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and root-mean-square error (RMSE) are used
to evaluate the data quality, which are defined as:

SNR = 10 log10
∑N

i=1 x(i)2

∑N
i=1(x(i)− x′(i)) 2 , (10)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(x(i)− x′(i)) 2, (11)

where x(i) is the clean data and x′(i) is the processed data. However, it is not appropriate to
calculate the SNR and RMSE of the whole data set because the magnitudes decay rapidly
with increasing offset, resulting in large variations in data quality. Here, we divided the
data into 640 segments, and calculated the SNR and RMSE of each segment, which are
shown in Figure 6.

As shown in Figure 6a, the black line represents the SNRs of the polluted signal, and it
is clear that the hollows were primarily caused by sea water motion noise, while the spike
pulses were caused by impulse noise. Random noise and internal noise were distributed
throughout the signal, resulting in an overall attenuation trend of the SNRs. Compared
with the VMD and wavelet denoising methods, SGMD can clearly depress various types
of noise, improving data quality significantly. The denoising performance of VMD on sea
water motion noise was better than that of the wavelet denoising method, but for both
methods, the effects on random noise and impulse noise were insufficient.

The RMSEs corresponding to the three methods are illustrated in Figure 6b, and
the noise distributions were similar to those analyzed above. The RMSEs corresponding
to SGMD were much smaller than those of the two other methods, indicating that the
processed data were closer to the clean data.

Figure 6. (a) SNRs of the processed and polluted signals, (b) RMSEs of the processed and
polluted signals.
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4.4. Occam Inversion

Another method for assessing data quality is inversion, which reflects the resistivity
structure under the seafloor. Occam inversion, proposed by Key, can be divided into two
phases [41]. The first phase is to find the model that best fits the observed data and the
second phase is to reduce the model roughness as much as possible. MARE2D code was
employed to carry out the inversion.

The model used in inversion is slightly different from the forward model: the length
of the reservoir in the y axis was fixed at 3000 m, as shown in Figure 7. The noise model is
the same as that of the forward simulation and then the polluted and processed data were
transferred into Ey, which was utilized as the inversion input.

Figure 7. A layered model with a thin and high resistivity reservoir.

Figure 8a is the inversion result of the polluted signal; although the reservoir was
detected, the boundaries were unclear and the resistivity was smaller than it was in reality.
Figure 8b,c illustrate the results of the VMD and wavelet denoising methods, respectively.
Compared with Figure 8a, there was almost no improvement when varieties of noise exist.
The result of SGMD is shown in Figure 8d, where the boundaries of resistivity anomaly
were smooth and the resistivity was closer to reality, in contrast to the two other methods.

Figure 8. The inversion results of the processed and polluted signals. (a) Result of polluted signal;
(b) result of signal processed by VMD; (c) result of signal processed by wavelet denoising; (d) result
of signal processed by SGMD.
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5. Conclusions

The marine CSEM signals are easily affected by various types of noise as the rapid
attenuation of amplitudes. Denoising is an indispensable procedure to improve the data
quality. In this study, a denoising method using SGMD was proposed to suppress a variety
of noises simultaneously. Firstly, a series of single components is obtained by SGMD. Then,
we calculate the PSD of each component and pick out the effective signals. Finally, they are
put into the Hampel filter and used to reconstruct the processed signal.

We compared the proposed method to the VMD and wavelet denoising methods and
verified its superiority in three criteria. The first criterion is the MVO plot, which is the
forward response of the marine CSEM method. The MVO plot processed by SGMD was
closer to the theoretical plot, especially at intermediate-to-long offsets, and the normalized
amplitude plot clearly separated from the noisy result. The second is the quantitative
indicator including SNR and RMSE. We plotted the SNRs and RMSEs with varying offsets,
and directly showed the improvement of data quality using SGMD. The third is inversion
result, which shows that the processed outline of the resistivity anomaly was smooth and
the resistivity was closer to reality. All the results demonstrate that the method using
SGMD has a significant and comprehensive performance in denoising when various types
of noise exist.

In SGMD, the reconstruction of the phase space is the critical step before decomposi-
tion, and the combination of delay time and embedding dimension may affect denoising
performance; therefore, more research on the parameters may be desired. Furthermore,
we used PSD to select the effective components after decomposition, but the relationships
between different components require further research.
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